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open in your default application.breaking news facebook's trending topics first-term senator kamala
harris was hit with a bombshell accusation about her alleged misuse of police, as she and several
other 2020 hopefuls spoke at the south carolina democratic party's first 2020 presidential forum. “i
want to talk about my record because the attacks get personal,” harris told the audience in west
columbia. harris has been at the forefront of the new conversation about the issue of sexual
harassment in the entertainment industry. harris’s office says her record demonstrates her track
record of fighting sexual harassment in the workplace. “in california, when i was district attorney, i
filed more sexual harassment cases than any district attorney in the united states,” she said. “i also
signed one of the first-in-the-nation executive orders banning sexual harassment in government. so i
have a track record of standing up against workplace sexual harassment and encouraging other
people to do the same.” harris also spoke about her background, noting that she came up in a family
of public service -- her father served as the city attorney in oakland, and her mother was the district
attorney of alameda county. harris also pointed to her leadership role in the district attorney’s office,
which she said included fighting against gun violence. “we took on the nra and were able to get
concealed weapons to be banned in law enforcement,” she said. “i went to the highest court in the
state when we believed that people should have access to health care.” later in the day, fellow front-
runner senator bernie sanders gave a similar kind of address as he spoke at the forum. “i’m the son
of a polish immigrant,” he said. “i worked for $2 a week, carried garbage cans and water to a factory
where i was paid $12 a week.” on the issue of poverty, sanders said that african-americans in
particular, have a long history of being treated like second-class citizens. “it’s not surprising that
they’re going to create a situation where somebody is completely dependent on government,”
sanders said. “it’s a very sad situation.” former vice president joe biden delivered a very similar
message to harris and sanders, saying he would do better addressing poverty in the united states
than his other main rivals. “you can do a lot of things in the white house. you can sit there for eight
years and know every provision of every bill. you get to sign every bill. but in the meantime, you
can’t solve these problems,” biden said. “and that’s what we’re going to do as a democratic party.”
both harris and sanders said they want to reform laws and systems to help poor people. but neither
one had much of a concrete plan. “you can’t say one percent and then you can’t talk about universal
healthcare,” sanders said. “you can’t talk about getting rid of tuition-free college, if you’re not
prepared to make public college and universities tuition-free.” at the same time, the candidates also
touched on the need to preserve president trump's nomination, and what they want to do in a
potential biden-trump race.
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